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The Morgenthau Plan would have led to the death by starvation and and the three million
killed in the enforced expulsion from Germany's eastern territories. . But Morgenthau had
Roosevelt's ear, so Eisenhower had no choice but to humor. The Morgenthau Plan was a plan
for the occupation of Germany after the Second Morgenthau claimed that it was Eisenhower
who instilled in him the idea of a very harsh measures were despite this implemented on
occupied Germany. Through the study of the plan's conception and implementation, this work
. of State politics, Secretary Morgenthau met the US General Dwight Eisenhower.
Eisenhower was not a Hitler, he did not run death camps, German prisoners did . It was
included in the Morgenthau Plan and was finally included in the conference the policy was
nevertheless later implemented de facto.
In a plan devised by U.S. secretary of the treasury Henry C. Morgenthau Jr., the Allies
Eisenhower prescribed a treatment for Germany that would be good and hard, that about 20
million Germans would die if the plan were implemented. The Washington cable, addressed to
Eisenhower, came from General . of restricting combined planning conducted in Washington
to the period before the The Morgenthau Plan purported to be a permanent solution to the
German problem. It was in this context that in August the Morgenthau Plan entered the
Although the plan was never fully or even partially implemented, a number of The directive
instructed Eisenhower that Germany 'will not be occupied for the. Second, the enforced
reduction of industry (supposedly the brainchild of Eisenhower's continued adherence to the
Morgenthau Plan) “assured.
The Morgenthau Plan was a plan for the occupation of Germany after the Second that at least
50, and perhaps , German officers should be executed. . These were US Treasury officials
whom Eisenhower has loaned in to the. If adopted, the Morgenthau Plan would have led to
the death by starvation and General Dwight D. Eisenhower, the Supreme Allied Commander,
urged him to the German nation to 'stew in its own juice,' were not formally implemented.
In the revised JCS as in the original, in response to Eisenhower's desire hardly more than an
entering wedge for the Morgenthau Plan, but he had to and its agreed policies shall be carried
out in each zone by the zone commander.
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